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I. BARROWS CUP STAYS AT MAINE
11

Hell Week Starts For Pledg;Length of Tenure Depends
On Bates-Colby Contest
Ten Houses Hold
Rites For Pledges
Hell and Greek Weeks began
on campus Wednesday evening
for the majority of the fraternities, with only two holding over
Hell Week until a later date.

The Governor Lewis 0. Barrows Cup, dedicated in honor
of
the governor's son, Edward, who was killed in action in
World War
II, will, from present indications stay for a while
on the Maine
campus.

According to Ted Curtis, faculty()
manager of athletics, the Barrows Cup,
held in possession for one year by the
winner of the State Series football
Fraternities having Hell Week, in
race, will remain at Maine for either
favor of the newly created Greek
four or six months, dependent upon the
Week, include ATO, Delta Tau Delta,
result of the Bates-Colby game, being
Beta Theta Pi, Kappa Sigma, Phi
played today.
Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa Sigma. Phi
Eta Kappa, Phi Mu Delta, Tau EpsiShould Bates win today, the football
The citizens of Orono restricted the
lon Phi, and Theta Chi.
title will end in a three-way tie, with
construction of fraternity houses at a
Bates,
Alpha Gamma Rho and Tau Kappa
Bowdoin and Maine each takspecial town meeting Monday night.
ing possession of the cup for four
'Epsilon have started Greek Week
By an almost unanimous vote, the
months of the year. Should the Mules
programs according to their fraternity
town
decided to amend the zoning
upset the Bobcats, however, Maine and
rulings.
oidina
nce
so that fraternity houses
Bowdo
in will each have possession of
Two organizations, Sigma Chi and
cannot be constructed in the residential
the
cup
for
six
months
.
SAE, will hold their Hell Week later
sections of Oak, Summer, and Main
this month.
A flip of the coin will determine
Streets.
which school displays the cup
In the past years, fraternity stunts
An adjusting board was set up
Pots, polish and paddles: House president, Bruce Earle,
during Hell Week have included both
At any rate, the trophy, now in the
left, joins Arnie
which
can issue permits for conductDavis in supervising a shoe shining project by pledge
trophy room here at Maine, will be
public and private affairs, with much
Clark Potter during
ing
"board
ing and rooming houses and
Hell Week at Phi Eta.
there for at least four more months
of the initiation process being carried
—Cobb Photo
a fraternity house" if such structures
on within the house—much which the
are not "detrimental to the character
non-fraternity student never visualizes.
of the neighborhood."
Until tfre recent University ruling,
The action was taken as a result of
pledges were sent out to do seemingly
Tau Epsilon Phi's effort to purchase
impossible tasks, but this practice has
a large house on Main Street for livbeen discontinued in recent years.
ing
quarters.
The
Student Publications Board, at
Currently, most campus activities
a
meetin
The
g
fraternity's vice president stated
held
Tuesday afternoon, anare restricted to the pledges carrying
nounce
d
today
that
that
he feels no fraternity will
candid
ates
for the posistacks of books, having their hair
tion of editor -in-chief of the Maine be able to purchase property in the
The Strand Theatre in Orono has
well-slicked down and parted in the
Over 100 high school debaters and
Campus should present themselves be- Orono residential sections because of
announced that it will feature the
middle, etc.
their coaches will attend the Bates
fore the board at a meeting next the amendment and the use of the word
English movie production "Henry V"
Inside the fraternity house, the
Interscholastic Debate League Clinic,
Tuesday, Nov. 16, at 3:45 in 208 East "detrimental" which would be up to
November 16, 17, and 18. Comments
pledges learn the organizational set
sponsored by the Maine Debating
Annex.
the board to decide.
everywhere, would indicate that it
up of their chosen society, collect
Council and Bates College, here on
will be well received.
An
Traffic ordinances and parking rules
applic
ation
for
the
position
autographs through the well-known
the Maine campus Saturday.
should be made in writing, and the were enacted at the meeting.
Prices for "Henry V" will be adpaddle system, and indulge in other
James D. Ewing, co-publisher of
'applicant should also present himself
vanced over regular prices: matinee,
stunts peculiar to each fraternity.
the Bangor Daily Commercial, and
in person, the board ruled.
4590 for adults, and evening, $1.20.
William Bair- and Norman Suarez.
Officers of fraternity pledge groups
The vacancy was created Nov. 2
The
film is in Technicolor, and is instructors in history
have requested that in the event a
and government, with the resign
ation of Cliff Whitten.
longer
than
most,
having a running will address the students
pledge makes ridiculous requests of
elected editor last spring, and has been
time
of
two
hours
and
ten
minutes.
the members of the student body, the
The afternoon sessions will include temporarily filled
by the appointment
This will be the first showing of round table discus
students approached comply with the
sions and a debate as interim editor of Bill Brenna
n.
the movie in this area, and that to- between Bates Colleg
requests as far as possible.
Competition will begin Thursday
e and the UniA second vacancy, that of news
The pledges, say the officers, will gether with the rave notices of critics versity of Maine. Leon Gray
and editor, was created when Miss Doris evening, Nov. 18, for entrants in the
be grateful for the cooperation.
Larry Smith will represent Maine.
1948 intramural debate tournament,
Vollmer resigned.
Masque Meets Tuesday;
Debate Council President Larry Jenness announced today. The debates
Brennan To Stage Play
will be held in South Stevens Hall.
The Maine Masque will hold a genbeginning at 7 p.m.
eral meeting of all members Tuesday
Students interested in entering the
evening in the Little Theatre. Masque
tournament may still do so by conmembers will be notified later of the
tacting Professor Gardner in 310
Duncan M. Robinson, 24-year-old tim:. of the meeting.
Campus politics swing into high
According to Marden. the voting Stevens Hall. Entries may be
made
ex-GI and senior at the University, has
Entertainment will consist of a one- gear this week as Hal Marden and procedure will be simple. Ballot boxes individually or by
teams.
announced that he is a candidate for act play
his
electio
n
commit
tee begin prepara- for each class will be placed
written and directed by Bill
in the
The question for debate is "Rea position on the Bangor City Council Brennan.
tions for the annual class elections.
foyer of the Library, and will be solved:
that the federal government
in next month's election.
Marden, heading a committee com- staffed from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. by represhould adopt a policy of equalizing
A former sergeant in the Army and
posed of Alvan Mersky, Richard Bate, sentatives appointed by the Women
's educational opportunities by means of
LOST and FOUND
graduate of John Bapst High School,
Frank Foster, Martha Coles, Polly Student Government and the
Men's federal grants."
he entered the University in February.
Rawlinson, and Rose Gagnon, has set Senate.
LOST
1946, and will be graduated in June.
Nov. 16 as the date for primary
In addition to chosing class officers
A woman's gold watch with the
Dribblers Over Dancers
balloting, and Dec. 7 as final elec- at the primar
Robinson expects to compete with initial
y elections, students will
s E.M.D. inscribed on the back.
tion day.
a large field of candidates for the three
be
called upon to select three of eight
The Square Dance Club will not
Lost during the week end somewhere
The election committee stated re- sophomore
councilor positions which are to be in
men to be put on the final meet next Tuesday night because of
the south end of Campus. Finder
cently that it felt a three week interim ballots for
voted upon.
the sophomore representa- the WA A basketball jamboree.
please call Harry Marden at Oronobetween election days will give the tive to the
Election day is the first Monday in 780.
Athletic Board.
student body a better chance to get
The three candidates for each office
December.
acquainted with the candidates for the getting the most
FOUND
Saturday, November 13, is the
votes in the primaries
class
positions.
will be placed on the final ballot.
W ANTED—A reader for the staff
date
for the second annual
A male puppy, Sunday in the trailer
It will also give the candidates an
The final election will name the
of the Maine Campus, whose primary colony
Farmers' Fair sponsored by the
. Coloring, all brown with a opportunity to appoint representati
ves president (male), vice president (male
duty will he to read other college black
Aggie Club.
muzzel. Boxer body with to held them publicize their platfo
rms or female), secretary (female), and
newspapers, clipping articles of interest Dober
For further news and highman head. Owner please con- and to explain their aims and policie
s treasurer (male or female) of each
to Maine students.
lights on the Fair turn to page 3.
tact Arthur Clark, Trailer 15, Campus. if they are elected
.
class.

Orono Citizens
Restrict New
Fraternities

Shakespearian 'Interscholastic Corn m ittee
Seeks Editor
Film Set For
Debaters Here
Orono Theater On Saturday

Intramural Debate
Tournament Starts
Thursday Night

University Senior
To Run For Council
In Bangor Election

Election Committee Picks Dates
For Choosing Class Officers
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THE MAINE tANWI

Major Healy Cites Importance
Of Student Officer Training

•

• A student should spend time Ill
ROTC training because first, his
country needs him, and second, in the
event of a future war his experience
will better quality him for officer
training, which brings with it the
prestige and added responsibilities
of commissioned personnel," Major
Richard W. Healy told a University
seminar Thursday.
CoMmenting on the historical background of the ROTC, Healy defined
its past and,present mission in training
college men to answer the call of their
country in event of national emergency.
Healy pointed out that students who
are taking courses in the College of
Arts and Sciences and Agriculture are
eligible for the Infantry advanced
course, while those pursuing studies
in Engineering may be chosen to take
the advanced courses in Coast Artillery and Signal Corps.

Orono. \lain,. NiiNetillicr I .19

Dorms Receive Recreation Supplies;
Laundries To Come IIILTRSDA, NOVEMBER 11

The Campus Calendar

Elie prisent r‘quireinents for regu7 p.m.—Maine Outing Club meets
William C. Wells, Manager of
lar commissioned officers are about
at
305 Aubert Hall.
Dormitories, has announced that table52,000 for all branches of the service tennis
Interviews
for Chemical Engineerequipment will be installed in
as against 16,000 of a few years ago," Dunn, Corbett Halls, and New Dorm ing seniors and graduate students, at
the placement office.
Healy said.
3.
FRIDAY,
NOVEMEBR 12
Major Healy attended the public
In reply to a recommendation by
1-5 p.m.—Arts and Crafts'Workschools of Augusta, Maine, and was the Dunn-Corbett Inter-Dorm Council,
graduated from the University of Mr. Wells stated that the University shop, MCA Building.
Maine in the class of 1938.
would install self-supporting, coin 4:45 p.m.—MCA Vesper Service,
Senior men in Arts and Sciencs will
operated
washing machines in the
Commissioned a lecond lieutenant
be interviewed for jobs as claim adof infantry in the regular army in three new men's dorms.
1942. Healy went to Trinidad with
The machines will be of the 25 cent justors with Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13
the 33rd infantry.
or 10 cent type.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.—Maine WAA enHealy returned to the United States
tertains Bates and Colby in a sports
in 1945 and attended school at the
program at the Women's Gym.
Command and General Staff college Diesel Man To Speak
at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He re10 a.m.-midnight—Farmers' Fair,
E. L. Dahland, assistant executive
sumed his present duties as assistant director of the Diesel Engine ManuIntramural playoff for campus
professor of military science and tac- factures Association, will discuss op- championship.
tics here at the University in the fall portunities available to engineering SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14
of 1946.
graduates at a meeting of the ASME 11 a.m.—Church service.
He holds the bronze star medal and in 300 Aubert Hall next Tuesday at 7 p.m.—Rev. Kenyon, Rockland,
the army commendation ribbon.
7 p.m.
speaks in Friendship and Marriage

WIN A POSTGRADUATE COURSE IN AVIATION

Series, Louis Oakes Room, I.y.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Juniors and seniors to be interviewed by representative of Naval Research laboratory at Silver Spring,
TUESDAY, NOVEMEBR 16
4 p.m.—Movie sponsored by El Circulo Espanol, Louis Oakes Room,
7 p.m.—Meeting of A.S.M.E., 300
Aubert.
p.m.—Women's Student Government Council, Carnegie lounge.
7:30 p.m.—Stamp Club meets, 170
Stevens.
7:45 p.m.—Women's Basketball
Jamboree, Women's Gym.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
7 a.m.—Wednesday morning Fellowship, MCA Building.
6:45 p.m.—Conservative Christian
Fellowship Bible Study, MCA
7 p.m.—Freshman Club election of
officers, MCA Building.
7 p.m.—Women Vets Club meets in
recreation room, South Estabrooke.
7:15 p.m.—French Club meets at
North Estabrooke.
7:30 p.m.—Meeting of Student
Branches of A IEE and IRE, Lord
Hall.

Men's all wool
Hard worsted suits
Topcoats
Overcoats
Tuxedos
31.50 and 37.50

Dodge Clothes
89 Main St., Bangor

ca-o, row,reaiebbp
$4000 A YEAR JOB?
One year of pilot-executive training — the finest in the
world. Then your wings and a commission in the Air
Force Reserves. Up to $336 a month pay. Assignment
with a famous Air Force squadron.

WIN
YOUR
WINGS

These are yours if you can
qualify for Aviation Cadet
Pilot Training. A special Air
Force team is coming to interview interested young
men and give preliminary
qualifying examinations.

pilots. Find out what opportunities there are for yqpi in
aviation. Make your appointment for an interview NOW!

Learn about the Aviation
Cadet program. Talk it over
with experienced Air Force
INTERVIEWING TEAM

WIN YOUR WINGS

OPPORTUNITY
ON
Sizes 36 to 46

WILL BE HERE:

Roign 104 Library
Nov. 15-16, 1948
8:3o A.M.-5:0o P.M.

1-15" BOIIIIER
JACKETS
• klpaca Lined
• Poplin Shell
• Olive Drab Color
• Mouton Collar

$9.98

AVIATION CADETS OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE
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Women's Dorms
Announce List
Of Fall Officers

37.50

othes
Bangor
•

BY MARILYN WYMAN
Fall elections have resulred in the
folIctwing girls serving as presidents
of the various women's dormitories:
Joan Heselton, Balentine; Marion
Carter, Colvin; Jeanne Frye, East
Hall; Madelyn Webber, Elms; Nancy
Wing, Elms Annex; Pollie Rawlinson,
North Estabrooke; Evelyn Ellsworth,
South Estabrooke; and Virginia Norton, West Hall. These girls also represent their houses on the student government council.
Other dorm officers for this semester
are Balentine: Vice president, Virginia Kennedy; Secretary, Phyllis
Osgood; Treasurer, Caroline Beckler ;
Social chairmen, Eleanor Murray and
Ethel Stone; Fire Warden, Carolyn
Cole.
Colvin: Vice President, Barbara
Burroughs; Secretary, Duveen Bryant;
Treasurer, Vera Edfors ; Social chairmen, Janet Bannister and Mary Marsden; Fire Warden, Margaret Mollison.
North Estabrooke: Vice President,
Elizabeth Shaw; Secretary, Marjorie
Malloy; Treasurer, Jeannette Haley;
—Newhall Photo
Social chairmen, Jean Harding and Potato picking contest seen at list year's Farmers' Fair in Memorial Gym.
Joanne Libby; Fire Warden, Beatrice
Thornton.
South Estabrooke: Vice President,
Readings Held For Play
Mary Whitcomb; Secretary, Barbara
Readings were held in the Little
Grover; Treasurer, Elinor Hanson;
Social Chairmen, Colleen Richardson
Theatre last Sunday evening for the
and Nancy Whiting; Fire Warden,
casting of 3Iacbeih, by William
The new Catholic Chapel and rec- Shakespeare.
Betty Ladd.
East Hall: Vice President, Mary reation hall, formerly the Spruces, will
The play will not be staged until
Snyder; Secretary, Pam Shattuck; be finished in approximately two
Treasurer, Martha Jordan; Social weeks, Father LeTourneau, the Catho- March. Anyone who has not tried
,,out and still wishes to do so, may
Chairman, Yvonne Jones; Fire War- lic Chaplin, announces.
den, Gloria Franklin.
The work has progressed so farT make an appointment with Professor
West Hall: Vice President, Dorothy without difficulties he said.
Bricker at 330 Stevens,
Hubbard; Secretary, Janet Pratt;
The old banquet hall is being exTreasurer, Nancy Pinkham; Social tended 40 feet
Campus Calendar announcements
to the rear to make
Chairmen, Carol Cobb and Pat Brown; a permanent chapel seating 300 per- should reach the office of THE
Fire Warden, Ruth Moulton.
sons and the former dining room and MAINE CAMPUS before 10 a.m. on
Elms: Vice President, Elizabeth kitchen
will be Newman Hall, for the the Tuesday preceding publication.
Cldrk ; Secretary, Charlotte Lenanuse of the club and as a recreation
tine ; Treasurer, Elizabeth Marden ; room.
Social Chairman, Mary Fenlason; Fire
Newman Hall will be open daily
Warden, Florence Prunes.
until 10 p.m.
Elms Annex: Vice President, Martha Pratt; Secretary, Claire Gooch;
You don't have to write it. You
Fire Wardens, Anita Bowker and
don't have to wait for a reporter to!
Claire Gooch.
visit you. Just phone Extension 52 and
FTABLE
ask for the City Editor.

Minsky Named Chairman
Of Hillel State Board

rs

ined

Leonard Minsky. a University of
Maine delegate, was elected chairman
of the Hillel State Board, at a meeting
held Sunday in Waterville. Representatives of the Colby, Bates, and
Maine chapters of Hillel met at the
Mayflower Hill campus to set a convention date and to set up a budget
for the group as a whole. Plans for
two or more chapters to hold combined
social meetings were also made.

tell

kb Color
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Betts Bookstore

RATES WITH
DATES!
RCA VICTOR

58 Columbia St., Bangor

I

$5.00

RCA Victor 811X5
•"Three's a crowd"—hut this
powerful little radio is a welcome
addition to any gathering! It plays
anywhere—on AC or DC house current or on its own, long-life, RCA
battery. Less than one foot long, it
has fine volume,glorious tone of the
"Golden Throat"—it's lightweight.
Stuart. in durable maroon plastic
with non -tarnish, golden- finished
trim and a luggagetype covering.

o cl

— BITS — BRACES — LEVELS
People say—”You can find it at PARK'S" I DDT
TILEI
HEATERS — SEEDS — WHEELBARROWS — TURNBUCKLES -

ANDREWS
Music House
118 Main St., Bangor

the Agronomy and Poultry departments.
The Calico Ball will climax the
day's events when Lloyd Rafnell and
his orchestra will furnish musicefrom
8 p.m. until midnight.
The highlight of the evening will
be the crowning of the Calico Queen
during intermission.
Beautiful coed aspirants for the
title are:
Connie Green, Lewiston; Jane
Hastings, Fryeburg ; Jo Josslyn,
Portland; Betty Leard, Hampden;
Mary Marsden, Lewiston; Dorrine
McMahon, Houlton; Pamela Shattuck, Fort Preble ; and Eva Stinson,
Prospect Harbor.
Francis Hawkes, South Windham,
spill-the-milk; Robert Waterman.
Sabattus. coed cow milking contest;
Roland Mayberry, Slillwater, baby
judging; Bernard Pooler, Washburn,
pie eating contest; John Findlen, Fort
Fairfield, coed and faculty potato
picking contest.
Norman Cummings, Lagrange, potato relay race; Edward Johnston.
Easton, seed counting; Harry Trask,
Easton, basketball pitching; Albert
Mosher, Gorham, penny pitching;
Foster Gordon, Medway, exhibits;
Lewis Wyman, Orono, arrangements;
Robert Cratty, Patten, treasurer.

RECOROS
Make Ideal Gifts
Inquire about our Gift Certificates

VINEWS MUSIC CO.
51 Pickering Sq.

Bangor

1(4)17R LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Nov. 11, 12, 13
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
"CANON CITY"
Scott Brady. Mabel Paige
Nov. 14, 15, 16, 17
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
"SEALED VERDICT"
Ray Milland, Florence Marlay

BANGOR
Nov. 11, 12—Thurs., Fri.
"MR. PEABODY AND
THE MERMAID"
William Powell. Ann Blyth
Nov. 13, 14, 15, 16
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
"A SONG .IS BORN"
Danny Kaye. Virginia Ma

Our Line of
STATIONERY
and
NOVELTIES
is the largest in town.
See for yourself.

Z 11. >
•
ALUM1NUMWARE
I

Dungarees and gaily-colored shirts
will be the uniform of the day as the
University's Agricultural Club invites
everyone to attend the all-day variety
of free entertainment at the second
annual Farmers' Fair, Saturday, Nov.
13.
The activities will get underway at
10 a.m., with the student cattle judging and showing contests, and the
Future Farmers of America will take
over from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. F.F.A.
teams from all over the state compete
to annex the Grand Championship
Plaque won last year by Old Town
High School.
The coed cow-milking contest,
which was a popular feature of last
year's Fair, is scheduled again. Other
activities will include a pie eating contest, potato picking contests, a potato
relay race and a baby show.
"Boopsie" and the "High Striker"
will both be featured again, and there
will be dart games, baseball pitching,
nail driving, bean counting, penny
pitching, and basketball throwing.
The Forestry Club will pregent a
wood-sawing contest and an educational exhibit. The Home Ec Club
will stage a fashion show, and there
will be a flower display by the Horticulture department, and exhibits by

by Carl Sandburg
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"Remembrance Rock"

HARDWARE SPRAYERS —
MIXMASTERS
LOCKSETS
(..1 CLEANSERS
& VARIETY
Z I
SCALESCEMENT
FANS 31.31 MIR ST., ORONO, MAINE TOYS
I
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Gala Time In Store For All
At Farmer's Fair Saturday

Catholic Chapel
Nearly Done

oats
Tuxedo..

6

THE MAINE CAMPUS

PARK

TRFItip

5

0110N0

Sun. & Mon., Nob. 14-15
"SORRY WRONG NUMBER"
Barbara Stanwyck, Burt
Lancaster
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:25
Tues., Wed., and Thurs.
Nov. 16, 17, 18
Lawrence Olivier in
William Shakespeare's
"KING HENRY V"
(Terhnieolor)
in this section of
showing
First
Maine. See it here as it will not
be shown in Bangor. Requested
by members of the University.
Matinees Tuesday, Wednesday.
and Thursday at 2:00.
Matinee Prices Children 554
Evening—Children 55/
Matinee Prices Adults 900
Evening—Adults 1.20
Evening Showing 6:30-8:40

BANGOR
Nov. 11—Thurs.
"SHAGGY"
"BEYOND GLORY"
Nov. 12, 13—Fri., Sat.
"DUKE OF WEST POINT'
"EYES OF TEXAS"
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 19-20
Nov. 14. 15, 16
Sun., Mon., Tues.
"GOOD SAM"
"CRI'SADES"
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan
"PRAIRIE CHICKENS"
Nov. 17, 18—Wed., Thurs.
Also Cartoons
"LIFE WITH FATI1ER"
Sit.
Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:25
"DISASTER"
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 354 to 5 o'clock

1
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Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the University of
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Campus Errs Says
Department Head

Editor Plans Minor Changes
this week, the Campus collies out under new editorship.

Dear Editor:
I should like to call your attention
to a serious misstatement made in
your publication of October 21. In
that you stated: "The Maine Home
Economics Association has been conducting a recruiting drive for young
women with degrees to enroll in the
courses." We are not conducting a
drive to recruit women with degrees.
We are attempting to inform high
school graduates about the many fine
opportunities in home economics in
the hope that they may choose it as a
major in college. At the present time
we are centering our emphasis on the
undergraduate level.
Louise A. Stedman
Head, Department of
Home Economics

Outwardly there are few apparent changes, with the exception that the
editorial page has been shifted from page three to page four, and
that the column "I'm Usually Wrong, But ..." is no longer in existence. There will be, however, a slight change in policy. The Maine
Campus is a student paper operated by students. Let there be no
mistake about that. But, The Maine Campus, while being operated
by the students, needs guidance, in order for it to be a paper which
students will like.
It would be possible for the staff to put out a paper without
BY BIFF SHALEK
hunting, catch up on their studies (is
any outside advice, but the question arises, would it be as good a
paper, morally and physically, as it can be with expert advice? The Two years ago a representative that bad?) and the young lady who
expressed the opinion that she didn't
editors think not, and have made their decisions accordingly. Profes- group composed of six faculty mem- like
holidays in the middle of the week
sor Wayne Jordan, if the wishes of the editor and the majority of bers and six veteran students under because it broke up her weekends,
the associate editors are complied with, will continue his normal the chairmanship of Professor G. Wil- there are some students who feel
liam Small met to decide future Uni- keenly the apparent, although uninrelationship with the Campus, that of advisor.
versity policy concerning Armistice
There.will undoubtedly be much talk about the sudden change Day, V-E & J days. It was decided tended, snub of Armistice Day.
of editors. Former editor Cliff Whitten submitted his resignation, that Memorial Day, May 30, would So what if we don't blow bugles,
thrill to the sound of martial music,
dated November 2, for reasons of his own which do not affect the serve as a collective commemoration and all that hoopla. One of the most To the Editor: As a freshman,
perhaps I fall in the bracket "to be
present staff. The vacant position is now temporarily filled by the day for the three.
impressive things that could be done seen and
not to be heard." I, however,
pointed
It
was
out
to
the
Campus
writer. The position left open by the resignation of Doris Vollmer,
would be to take a minute. One don't feel
that way and am about to
news editor, has been filled by joint cooperation of the entire staff. this week that it was rather paradoxi- minute—to be thankful, to be humble, sound off.
cal to declare a student holiday on and to meditate on ways and
of
I have now seen four issues of the
The Campus is always open to inspection by any student, group November 6, the date of the Maine, keeping this world safe means
from the News and much to my
disappointment
of students, faculty member, group of faculty members, or by any- Bowdoin game, and then to let No- Atomic sword of fear that dangles by
have
found
nothing
of
interest to me
one expressing an interest in the paper. An open invitation to work vember 11, Armistice Day, pass un- a Security Council hair, above our in this
newspaper
(
?).
As a student
heads. Think it over, Committee, and of Boston University I am
with the editor during the process of preparing any issue is cordially observed.
more inUniversity policy is such that in the see what you can do next year
extended.
terested in the activities and fellow
final analysis on May 30, bless us, we
Note to General Senate in connecWe firmly believe that the Campus, despite the few changes, will be given one assembly period. tion with the President's Day. This students that will affect me either
can be as good, if not better, than previously. We have the equip- Regardless of the students who is President Hauck's fifteenth year directly or indirectly rather than Prof
X's trip to Europe, Dr. Y's new
ment, the personnel, and the material, and we will continue to give would use the day to sleep late, go as President of Maine.
theory, or a new teacher's society.
you a paper which we hope will fulfill your desires and needs.
Coming from a site of another University, I have had an opportunity to
—Bill Brennan
see another newspaper. Although not
Acting Editor-in-Chief

SCOTCH AND SODA

From B.U. News
October 28,1948

Kaleidoscope

SAM JONES

a student of that University, I enjoy
and find more interesting their newspaper for it is quite simply a STUDENT newspaper. Aside from its
excellent news coverage of student
activities, it is dedicated completely to
student interest and entertainment. It
contains several columns such as
"Scotch and Soda," "I'm Usually
Wrong, But—," "The Bear Facts,"
etc. These columns are devoted entirely to the students through impersonal,
informative gossip, stories, comedy,
behind the scene stories of sports and
activities, etc.
I hope in the future that News will
cater more to the student and his
activities
Norman Minsky '52 CBA

benefits of harmony, solidarity, and
chapter understanding. This is its
measure. Some chapters have abandoned
Hell Week. Theirs is their own
Class elections are drawing near—and this year they are going
right Ours is too.
to be different! Hal Marden and his election committee are not just
Fraternities are exclusive. So is all
making arrangements for four officers to be elected to the helm of
of life. It is our contention that the
their respective classes; they are going one step further in trying to
race problem here at Maine is slight.
remedy the causes for the weak support which has taken place at
That, too, is as it should be. And we
will not write for a minority thought
the polls during the past several years.
to raise a majority contraversy. There
The Election Committee promises the student body one thing—
is segregation. National rubs often
they are NOT going to LECTURE on school spirit, they ARE going
prohibit open membership, this is not
TO DO something about it!
the fault of the chapters (It is not our
The primaries and final. elections this year are going to be wide
province to predict the results if these
National bans were removed.) Fraopen. Anyone who is willing to work will have just as good a chance
ternities
are often no more restrictive
as any of his opponents in securing the office which he desires. The
than many other campus organizations.
preparation for the voting procedure is being arranged so that only
Fraternities are often less dogmatic.
individual campaigning for support and a personal display of ability
True, two wrongs do not make a right.
will mean the difference between victory or defeat.
But none of us are gilded.
Those of you who feel that you have the qualifications to fill the
This column has been, for the mAitt
position of an officer of your class, now have a chance to do so. You
part, opinion, But opinion seasoned by
To the Editor: No longer being a
long discussion and thought. Our facts
now have the opportunity to challenge any organized campus group's
freshman. I feel myself in a position
are, both as strong and as suscepcandidates for class office. If you have felt in the past that the odds
to complain about something that has
tible as any others: susceptible to misbothered me for some time. That
were too much against you now is your chance to announce your
use and rationalization. Our opinions, complaint
concerns freshman rules imcandidacy for class office—and now will be your best chance of
just as valid.
posed upon first year men here at the
winning.
The issue should now be turned University of Maine.
Details of the election procedure will be published soon in the
aside in the application of the energies
When a young man enters college
of all students for better cooperation he is trying to gain some knowledge
Campus. In the meantime look for, and think of, the members of
and friendlier contact; for a better for later life. He goes to school to
your class whom you feel will best represent your interests and best
campus life. Greek and non-greek learn, not to be made a foe) of. He
work AI your behalf.
are not a problem nor should they be. usually finds things pretty confusing
So be it.
and mixed-up for awhile. He has a
There are always a few that spoil a good thing for the others.
hard time adapting himself to the difSome of the vets on campus may have been wondering why their
ferences between high school and colIt seems to be too great a discrepancy looking at the continual lege. In general, a freshman has a
GI supply allowance Ifas been cut from no limit to a three dollar
enlargement
of the athletic facilities and comparing this to sweating tough time at first. Throwing those
limit this year. It seems that some of the vets were capitalizing by
out
class
assignments
in the library with only one copy of a book caps and rules at him doesn't help
buying more supplies than they could possibly use and selling them
him much either. It only adds to his
on
the
reserved
list
and
some forty people trying to share it.
to non-veteran students for pin-money. Now, boys, was that cricket?
confusion and embarrassment.
I think that upperclassmen ought to
The building boom is going in great style at Maine now, but
Looking over the women on campus in their New Look finery, try to help first year students adjust
the chances are that within ten years the new structures will be used leads one to believe that the creator of Olive Oyle must have had themselves to their surroundings by
for storing all the road blocks used during the erection of said build- the ideal of feminine beauty a number of years in advance of the being friendly to them and encouraging them instead of ridiculing them.
ings.
times.
Boa Stoma
By

Wide Open Election Scheduled

Fraternities are here. They have
been here a long time. They will remain as long as men want their twin
benefits ...fellowship and sociability.
However, recently, three of our
leading editorialists have taken wild
blind swings at the fraternity system.
Some of what these social anarchists
have criticized might be true. Might
be true if seen from the inside. These
three quasi-crusading scribes are not
on the inside. This, of course, does not
affect their right to opinion, but it
does their facts.
We don't wish to make an issue of
the fraternity system. Yet it is only
just to all concerned, that both sides
of the issue be presented, We certainly
desire no wall between frat and nonfrat. Fraternities have mellowed and
modernized with time; the line between the two groups is no longer so
finely drawn. This is as it should be.
It is time that instead of this interbickering we should have cooperation
in all phases of campus life.
Our three oracles seem to think that
the two main difficulties with fraternities are Hell Week and Segregation.
Hell Week too, has mellowed with
age. True, Hell Week by its very
nature is a physical and mental strain
on its participants. Yet there are
worthwhile results, the intangible

Frosh Rules Cause
Needless Confusion
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'Maine's Comeback Predicted By Eck Allen

BY JF.kRY RoGovix
Rabbit Dombkowski's important
conversion in the Bowdoin game was
more than the ordinary feat of booting
the ball between the uprights. Maine's
top back had to wait until two would1e blockers attempting to erase Art
Clark from the play had fallen to the
ground before he attempted to kick.
Basketball practice for the varsity
Bob Black and Rhode Island State
Although hit tor both men, Clark man- started Tuesday under the
leadership took individual honors again in the
aged to hold the ball perfectly for of Coach Eck Allen. Only six letter- New England Intercollegiate cross
Maine's 1948 gridiron season
Prospects for the 1949 football
Dombkowski.
men appeared the first two days of country run at Franklin Field, Boston, closed in a blaze of glory for season are
the brightest in many
Faculty Manager Ted Curtis has sessions. Annexmen and others who Monday. Black won the 4%-mile
years.
The
Coach
Eck
coaching staff will be
Allen,
his
varsity
announced officially that Spring- were being counted on to help the jaunt for the third straight year, and
greeted
by
29 returning varsity
eleven,
and the entire student
field College sill replace North- team this season are scholastically in- Rhody won the team for the eighth
'quad
members
and graduates
eastern on next year's football eligible, and graduation has claimed time in the last ten years. It was the body with the stirring 7-6 upset
from
the
Annex
and
Orono freshover
Bowdoin. The game threw
schedule. Vermont will fill that four of last year's starting five.
36th running of the event.
men, and the junior varsity team.
the
State
date starting in 1950. Maine is
Series
into
a
two-way,
Coach Allen, who will definitely go
Maine ended up in ninth place with
and possibly a three-way tie for With the nucleus from this seataking the step to ensure accept- to Leahy Clinic, Boston, for a physical a point total of 205.
The Rams' winson and the added strength of
first place.
ance into the Yankee Conference, check up November 19, or sooner
if ning total was 51, 70 better than secnew men, Maine's chances of takwhich calls for a minimum num- he can arrange it, will be assisted
A wet and dismal day greeted more
by ond-place Massachusetts. No Maine
ing
a share of the state lead for a
ber of conference opponents. All Coaches Bill Kenyon, Rome Rankin, runner finished in the top ten places. than 2,000 Maine fans who had jourthird
successive year are excellent.
varsity sports will be affected.
and Sam Sezak. If Allen is 0.K.'ed Rhode Island also won the Yankee neyed down from Orono, some hopeRabbit
Dombkowski, Al Sproul,
Basketball practice started Tuesday by the doctors he will return to the Conference title at stake at the same fully expecting a win, but more exJack
Zollo,
John Schmidlin, and Bill
with a fair turnout, The Bangor pa- campus within a few days. If, on the time with 24 points. The Bears were pecting to see the Polar Bears whip
Small are the only seniors on this
the
defending
state champs, and take
pers picked up the rumor that Coach other hand, he must be further ex- third with 83 in the five team compeyear's squad. Their loss will be felt
home the trophy themselves.
Eck Allen may not lead the courtmen amined, or operated upon, the head tition.
by Coaches Eck Allen and Whoops
this year, and have suggested Sam Se- coach will be absent from the UniBowdoin started proceedings in the Snively.
Maine's freshman team climbed into
but the promise of next year
zak and Rome Rankin as likely re- versity for three to four weeks. The third place in their standings,
expected
manner. The visitors re- may help them
only 30
forget the graduation
placments. In addition, the name of trio of coaches will then run the team, points behind winning
New Hampshire, ceived, but after a first play gain by of one of Maine's greatest gridiron
Nat Crowly, the popular John Bapst with Rankin the probable head coach. and four points out
of second spot. Phil Coulombe netted a first down, stars in the backfield, a great lineman,
coach, and former Maine star, has been Nat Crowley, young mentor of John Dick Dow of
the Annex completed the Russ Noyes was sent in to punt Maine a great defensive back, and two secmentioned as a possibility. Coach Al- Bapst High. who has been spoken of 34-mile course in
17:37, 20 seconds out of a hole. A Burke to Lee aerial ond-string linemen.
len will enter Leahy Clinic, Boston, by many as a possible replacement, behind the
was good for 14 yards. Rosse swept
winning time.
The varsity squad alone will conaccording to reports, sometime this was not mentioned by Allen as a subthe end, McAvoy hit the middle for
tribute
29 men to a team which will
month.
stitute.
long gains, and Maine was on the deface a tougher schedule than that of
The Bowdoin upset should quiet
fensive on their own 28. The first of
Charley Goddard, Hank Peasley, Al
1948. Springfield College will replace
the squawks of a good many crit- Hopkins,- Jerry Beggert, Al Wing.
four pass interceptions by the Maine
Northeastern to give the Bears anics. More than a one-point vic- and Bob Kelley lead the returning
secondary stopped the first threat. Al
other Yankee Conference opponent.
tory, the game marks a milestone courtmen back to practice. The first
Sproul was the stalwart in that case.
In addition, the Frosh, Jayvees, and
in an entire school's comeback. game of the season will be played on Dec. 4 Bates at
After an exchange of punts, the the Amy( team will
Orono
all aid the varsity
From Coach Allen and the start- the home court against Bates Decem8 Colby at Waterville
Walshmen were again on their way. rebuilding process.
11 Bowdoin at Brunswick
ing eleven right down the line to ber 4.
The drive eventually ate up 56 yards
Art Clark will be a leading conJan. 1 Univ. of Mass. at Orono
the students and faculty all rose
and culminated in Bowdoin's six
6
Connecticut
tender
at
Storrs
for full-time quarterback
from the depths after the Bates
points. The feature of the drive was
7 Rhode Island State at
duties.
Phil
White, Hal Marden of
fiasco, recovered enough, and
a 38-yard pass play from Burke to
Kingston
Colby, Charley Loranger, Morse, and
supported the team to its series
8 Northeastern at Boston
Zdanowicz to the 14. In two plays Roy
will compete with Reggie Lord
13 Colby at Orono
tie.
the
ball rested within two feet of pay- for
15 Bowdoin at Brunswick
halfback
spots. Phil Coulombe,
Maine's varsity harriers did not fare
dirt, and on the first play of the sec18 Bates at Lewiston
punting
specialist
Russ (Butch)
as well in the New Englands this seaond period, Bob McAvoy crashed over.
The Maine Annex blanked the Jay- Feb. 5 Connecticut at Orono
Noyes,
and
Joe
Pruett
may divide the
son as in last, finishing ninth.
9 New Hampshire at Orono
vees, 6-0, at Brunswick Saturday with
At this point came the most deci- fullback chores. Frosh candidates
12 Bowdoin at Orono
will
The Colby-Bates game of this a second period touchdown.
sive line play of the game. None of include passer Leon Trenholm
16 Bates at Orono
and
afternoon may prove to be anGordon Pendleton recovered a fumthe 9700 spectators realized its im- Bill Bird in the backfield.
18 Northeastern at Orono
Coaches
other thriller. The Mules upset ble
22
Rhode
Island
State at Orono portance when Al Wing partially de- Kenyon and Jones
on the J. V. 18 and set up the score.
have promising men
25 New Hampshire at Durham
pre-game dope last season with a Bernie Walker
flected the extra point try enough to in Soucy, Burgess, and Soucie. The
carried the ball to the
26 Colby at Waterville
stunner. 9-7. A Colby win would three,
cause it to go wide.
and after two tries by Pendleton,
Annex team has men who will conleave the State Series in only a Gene Sturgeon
punched over from the
tend
Maine's
the starting spots.
score
came
in
the
second
two-wayNtie. A Bates will would two-yard
line.
period after a poor kick had gone
The forward wall picture is almost
split ownership of the Barrows
MAINE ANNEX (6)
out of bounds on the Bowdoin 42. as bright. Only at center and at the
Cup to three four-month periods.
(0) MAINE JAYVEES
The punt netted less than 10 yards guards is the manpower subject in
Coach Eck Allen and Dean of Men Easton, le
le, Bleakney
from
scrimmage, and it was just the question, and the availability of the
Maine
WAA
entertains
Bates
and
Elton "Tad" Wieman have been in- Park, It
It, Byers
lift Maine needed. Coulombe and lighter teams has not been fully conBurke,
Ig
Ig,
Stone
Colby
colleges
Saturday, November 13,
vited by the Providence Gridiron Club
Powell, c
c, Thomas
Lord alternated to carry the ball for sidered. Ed McDermott will return
to attend their annual banquet Novem- Dadigian, rg
rg, Halsey in the Women's Gym with a day-long a first down. Lord faded back
on the for his fourth year of varsity competiber 15.
Pocius, rt
rt, M. Mickalonis sports program. Fourteen girls from
next
play
to
pass,
but
the
tion. Beisel, Gardner, and Beals will
rushing
Heck,
re
re, Largay
Intramural touch football will close
each of the colleges are planning to Bowdoin ends bothered his aim, and bolster the pivot position. Jim McSturgeon,
qb
qb,
Watson
with Hannibal Hamlin opposing Phi Whytock,
lhb
lhb, Foster attend. General chairman Caroline the pass went incomplete. On the next Brady's status is unknown at this
Kappa Sigma for the campus cham- LaChappelle, rhb
rhb, Soucie
play Lord started the same maneuver. writing.
pionship Saturday. The game will be Huens, fb
fb, Barber Strong has announced the plans as
then ran to his left and outdistanced
follows:
periods:
the
Score
program
by
will
begin
at
Charley Salisbury, Seymour Card,
a good one; Hannibal Hamlin has
6
0
0-6 10 a.m. and continue till 4 p.m. It will the sucked-in ends, gaining 23 im- Stan Trask, and Dick Reilly will re0
more than nine offensive plays, and the ANNEX
JAYVEES
0
0
0-0 include hockey relays, archery, two portant yards. Coulombe hit right turn to the varsity at the tackle slots.
0
Phi Kaps have a fast, tall team, which
Touchdown: Sturgeon.
tackle for nine, to put the ball inches The nucleus is strong. In addition,
proved its ability by upsetting Kappa
Annex substitutions: Ends—Hobson, hockey games, dinner at South Estafrom
the goal line, and Bus Sproul Fogler and Dow of the JV squad are
brooke
followed
by
a
social
and
hour,
Castner ; tackles—Smith. Swensen,
Sigma.
bucked over on a quarter back sneak. strong contenders.
Richardson,
Kirby;
hockey
four
guards—Hare
games
in
,
afternoon.
the
Bow doin's football rally last
Hefler, McLaughlin; centers—HamilDombkowski's conversion was perFriday was a darn sight better on. Johnson; backs—Walker, Tardiff, The other committees for the day are
At the ends, Maine will be strong.
fect,
and Maine led, 7-6.
Relay—Lee
Ambrose, Connie Berry;
This season's starters will return. Al
than any that Maine has held this Dutton, Erickson, Hodgkins, Hamm,
Scoring and Equipment—Liz !garden, Second half play was the most ex- Wing and Randy Adams will be
fall. True, the Ilrutick school Tibbetts, Christie, Pendleton.
aided
Jayvee
substitutions
:
Linemen—Len
Julia
Shores; Refreshments—Beryl citing of this Maine season, and of and abetted by Blaisdell. Cates. Dent,
is slightly more liberal, and it isn't White,
Spencer, Knudson, Waterman,
co-ed, but the rally itself had more Kennedy, Pela, Gray, Gilbert, R. Mick- Lyons, Marilyn Seavey; Registration many others. The Bears nearly iced nis, Leggett, Largay of the Jayvees,
punch, and ..as far less the alonis, Aracer, Buck, Knowlton, Kelle- —Betty Leard. An indoor program the contest in the third stanza, but a and Castner of the Annex. among
vaudeville show than those we her, Hackett, Squires, Lindgren, Goos, has been planned in case of inclement fumble was recovered by an alert the outstanding possibilities.
Hinds, Perkins. Parker, Flaherty, Gen- weather.
Bowdoin tackle, and the Polar Bears
have witnessed here. One of the dron Boston. Backs—Maho
Jack Zollo's absence will be felt at
ney, Hattook the offensive reins.
features of the Bowdoin pep show den, Follett, Soucy, Soucie, Jackson, Basketball Jamboree
guard. but 1948 starter Don Barron
Six successive first downs marked will return. To ease the burden,
was that faculty members spoke, Rea,de.
All women basketball enthusiasts are
Referee. Shanahan; Umpire, Kent; invited to attend
the Polar Bear march from their own Duddy and Fecteau can be expected
and they were good. Humor and
the
Basketball
JamHead Linesman, Banks. Time: 4-12's.
pep was intermixed before an
boree Tuesday at 7:45 in the Women's four-yard line to within the Maine 15 to help a great deal. Stone of the
outdoor crowd of some 700 peo- Owls
Gym to celebrate the official opening The Bowdoin backs cut through the Jayvee squad will be high on the
Remove Frosh Rules of
ple h the light of a bonfire with
the basketball season. Baletball Maine line almost with ease for substitute list.
loud cheering and good, short
Freshman rules were removed by Manager Evelyn Ellsworth and assist- steady gains of four and six yards, This season's 4-3-0 record may not
the Sophomore Owls last Thursday ants Betty Arnold and Lora Moulton but Ed McDermott recovered a rate the high ranking of national
speeches.
after
Intramural basketball will start this
a basketball game between fresh- have arianged a round-robin tourna- fumble on a reverse, and Maine took team, but it has brought a state series
week. The IMAA has emphasized the men and sophomores which the sopho- ment in which all the dormitories will over again.
tie.
need of good officials by raising the mores won by a score of 43 to 31.
take part. Another game will be played
One last Bowdoin march was started
pay per game and suggesting punitive
for rules interpretation, followed by an but the Bears halted the last desperate
The fall award banquet will be held
Fernald Hall, oldest building on explanation and demonstration of a effort, and took the win deep in their Titesday. November 16, at the mar
measures if dorms and fraternities fail
the cam pus, was erected in 1870.
to provide good men
possible new rule.
own territory.
cafeteria at 6:45 p.m.

Allen Or Trio
Will Conduct
Court Sessions

Varsity, Frosh '48 Squad Defends'47's Crown;
'49 Team Shows Title Material
Run Well At
Boston NEIC
Allenmen Nip
Another State Title
Bowdoin,7-6

Courtmen Will
Play 18 Games

Annex Blanks
Jayvees,6-0

Women's Sports

Is Expected In 1949

Or
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Viennese Coed At University
Heading For Teaching Career

Bridge Club
Accepts Bid In
National Play

131 SIMON SKLAR

Elliot Lamb, president of the University Bridge Club, has announced
that his organization has accepted the

From the University of Vienna via
Washington State Normal School to
the University of Maine is the academic itinerary of attractive Mrs.
Roland Mann, a junior in education
and part-time library assistant.
A former resident of the Austrian
capital where she was born, Mrs.
Mann, the former Fraulein Ingrid
Ziska, speaks English fluently with an
attractive accent. Eight semesters of
English in high school while in Austria
plus American residence since June,
1947, has enabled her to master the
English language as only a few of her
countrymen have been able to do.
Mrs. Mann specifically desires to be
a physical education instructor. She

invitation of the National Intercollegiate Bridge tournament to compete.
A preliminary round of contract
bridge will be played by mail in February with game hands sent here by
the Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament Committee. If the Bridge Club
wins, its players will be among the kw
highest ranking pairs to meet in Chicago April 22 and 23.
Only undergraduates are eligible for
the championship title and silver
trophy. Players who go to Chicago
will be guests of the Intercollegiate
Bridge Tournament Committee at the
Friendship-Marriage
Drake Hotel.
The Bridge Club holds tournaments Series Ends Sunday
Friday evenings in the MCA Building
Rev. Ernest 0. Kenyon will lead the
at 7:30. Students who play contract
closing
discussion in the Friendship
bridge are invited to join. Yearly dues
are 50 cents.
and NIarriage series. next Sunday, on
the subject of "The Christian Marriage."

Rushing Of Frosh Coeds
Will Begin On Monday
The first week of informal rushing
of freshman women by the sororities
will extend from Nov. 15-23.
During this time the sororities will
'entertain small groups of rushees in
the sorority rooms at after dinner
dates. These dates give the freshman
girls a chance to meet members of the
ye-ions sororities and also Afford an
opportunity to ask questions about
sorority membership. activities, and
expenses.

Rev. Kenyon, rector of Saint Peter's
Episcopal Church in Rockland. will
give the concepts and responsibilities
of the Christian marriage as accepted
by society.
Marilyn Wyman, secretary of the
Canterbury Club, is the student leader
of this meeting to be held in the Louis
Oakes Room.
Mr. John Romanykshyn. member of
the sociology department, discussed
"That First Year" in last Sunday's
meeting.

A
=

met her husband, a sophomore in the
college of Arts and Sciences, in Salsburg, where he was stationed as an
employee of the War Department following overseas military service.
Having attended the University of
Vienna for one semester, Mrs. Mann
notes that the basic difference between
American and European universities
is that specialization is stressed in
Europe, while American institutions
lean toward a broad field of education.
She added that attendance is never
taken at class meeting at the U. of
Vienna.
Mrs. Mann finds that she likes both
the University and the state as a
whole, but is apprehensive of her second Maine winter.

Dorm Administration
Costs A Million—Wells
William C. Wells, University manager of dormitories, told the Spectator
Club at a meeting in the home of Professor Robert I. Ashman that dormitory administration is a million dollara-year business.
Wells explained the responsibilities
of housing management and the duties
of foods supervision.

Has Book Published

Registrar Office Three Seniors
Lists Lost Items To Speak To
For Students
Tech Groups
If you have lost something, the
chances are that you can find it in the
Registrar's office. So far this year
students have misplaced an imposing
array of articles ranging all the way
from a strand of pearls to a dissecting
set.

Three seniors in Electrical Engineering will give short talks at the
next meeting of the Student Branches
of the AIEE and IRE, to be held
Wednesday, November 17, at 7:30
Two of the speakers will discuss
briefly the subjects on which they arc
writing theses. Henry Wallace will
talk on "Dry Oxide Rectifiers."
while W. David MacLean will discuss "Loran—Navigational Aids." The
third speaker, Robert Hanson, will
give a preview of what to expect in
industry as an electrical engineer.
Hanson was associated with the Western Electric Company during the
summer vacation.
A short but very important business
meeting of all members or prospective
members of the IRE Student Branch
will be held immediately following the
above program.

The list of articles found include:
Books: Land Drainage and Reclamation, Review of Technical Periodicals,
Essentials of Effective Public Speaking, Child Psychology, An Introduction to Astronomy, Preface to Philosophy, Four Great American Novels,
Entendamonos, The World in the
Twentieth Century. Glasses: 1 pair
of pink shells. Mechanical pencils: 1
blue—Maine Bear, 1 black—Champion Motors, 2 gray. Fountain Pens: 1
black—Sheaffers', 1 dark green and
gold—Autograph, 1 dark green and
gold—Wearever, 1 gray and Silver—
Parker.
Glovess 1 pair black—leather, 1 pair
black—white edging, 1 pair black—
cotton, Scarfs: 1 white—U. S. Navy.
1 printed silk.
Odds and ends: 1 strand of pearls,
The Department of Buildings and
1 dissecting set, 1 silver ring (Manila Grounds, under the direction of Su1945), Rosary beads, 1 brown and perintendent J. Carroll Dempsey, is
white sport coat. 1 tan jacket—U. of making preparations for the long winM. seal, 1 cloth jacket—Windward. 1 ter ahead.
black coat—Lady's. I tan raincoat—
New anti-draft porches are being
Cravenette.
added to the snail and west entrances
of the Dunn-Corbett Cafeteria.

Grounds Dept.
Prepares For Winter

Forty-eight different species of ferns
are found in Maine and 16 of these
Demonstration Given
have some economic importance, Mrs.
Dr. Frederick T. Martin of the
Edith Bolan Ogden, Orono, points out
in a new 128-page book called The chemistry staff spoke and gave a
demonstration of glass blowing at last
Ferns of Maine.
night's meeting of the chemical society
When in doubt, don't shoot.
in 365 Aubert Hall.

FOR THOSE

. Slaini.No‘rmber 11, 1948

Dempsey said recently that, to his
knowledge, no action has been taken
toward building a wind-break on the
Beta house bus stop. This matter will
be presented at the next meeting of
the General Senate.
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I Navy Research
!Has Openings
For Engineers

University Society

'Twas a hot time in the old tow n Farmers Fair
Sounds like a lot of
Saturday night. Too bad we weren't fun ... speshly the Calico Rail featurin the right town—purely from the ing Bob Percival and his orchestra.
reporter's angle, you understand. Per- (Ed. note—Any organization or prominent citizen* wishing a plug in this
haps the bubbling spirits were due to column, please
let us know. We'll try
our smashing victory over Bowdoin to fit you in some lean week ... for a
—at any rate, a high time was had by nominal fee, of course.)
all.
We'd really like to agitate about
something this week but we can't think
of a thing to agitate about ... Brennan
has taken care of class elections, Shalek's taking care of Armistice Day
commemoration ... so, dear reader,
WE give you this week's pinnings
Martha Coles to Joe Murray, ATO.
Leah Moulton to Hank Thibodeau,
Theta Chi.
Margaret Morrissey, Gardiner, to
Murray Rollins, Lambda Chi Alpha,

. In the wake of the national elections
"Maine students in the library are
Philip J. Brockway, University
it would seem that the coming student quiet and orderly, but they are inplacement director, has announced that
elections would be of greater interest clined to complain about the lack of
Dr. Austin L. Howard, a representathan usual. However, a survey by a books they need for outside reading,"
member of the Campus staff indicates according to Elaine MacNichol and
tive of the Naval Research laboratory
that poor publicity and organization Robert Gilchrist, two of the student
at Silver Spring, Md., will be on
plus the powerless position of the class assistants who work in the Library
campus Nov. 15 to interview juniors
office holders are once again creating
Miss MacNichol, a junior majoring
and seniors for Civil Service examinaan unhealthy apathy which in all like- in history and government, also works
tions
for student aides in naval relihood will once againcproduce nothing at the main desk, locating the books
more than a token vote.
search.
in the stacks for students.
She finds the books most in demand
The following comments were made
Seniors who will graduate before
by students that were asked the ques- are those pertaining to history and
June 30, 1949, are eligible. If accepted,
tion. "Are you going to vote in the literature. The students' biggest comthey can become engineers. Juniors
coming student elections, and if not, plaint is they cannot get the books
majoring in technology, physics, and
they want because they are on reserve
why?"
the physical sciences will be tested in
February. Leaves of absence will be
Jim Jordan '50: "It depends on the or are out.
granted to them to complete college,
Robert Gilchrist, a senior whose
location of the ballot boxes. If I'm
major is education, agrees that grumupon acceptance. The seniors do not
walking by, I'll vote."
examinations. They need only to
take
George Gonya '50: "I will vote. bling is quite common. Behind the
Vamos Al Cine Espanol
submit a record of education and exIt's the duty of everyone to practice reference desk most of the time, Bob
"Castillo en el Aire,". an 801minute perience.
says the job is busy, getting books
this function."
Kr•rry
JAN
feature film, will be shown Tuesday
and then returning them to the stacks.
Paul Kline '50: "Don't know enough
in the Oakes Room of the Library at •
There are quite a few books, he deAfter the mass evacuation to Bow1
K. E. TWITCHELL
about the set-up. I won't vote."
clared, but what they are and'where doin, who was left on the campus? 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., under the sponSERVICE
Ralph Colwell '50: "I'll vote if I they are is learned in a week
sorship of El Circulo Espanol.
You gue,led it! The Maine Masque!!
Photostatic Work of All
know enough about the candidates."
History, sociology, and education The show must go on, and as a reward
Kinds
If it's .news and fit to print, the
Robert Baillargeon '50: "Maybe, if books are the types of readings that to these hawd wukkin' Thespian
24 hour service
s— CAMPUS wants it. Phone
Orono
I knew the set-up would improve."
97 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
he finds most frequently called for cider and donuts were served. Not only 441, Extension 52, or bring your
inTel. 5345
H. W. Howard '50: "No, as long as In regard to the students he can't re- that, but there was entertainme
formation
to Room 202 East Annex. •
nt by
the situation is what it is."
call any time when the library silence Al Dumais and Paul Payson at the •
Mrs. Isabelle Sampson '50: "Yes, I rules have been abused to the extent party following the closing of that
plan to vote I always have."
that a disturbance was caused.
Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
very successful production of "Arms
Norma Drummond '49: "Yes, I will
Both agree that they like their jobs. and the Man," starring Marne!
THE ALLAN-LEWIS CO.
vote Jwcause I believe everyone should." There is quite a bit of walking, but Abrams. Whoop-de-doo!!
vid Hall '49: "No, it doesn't when there is a lull they have a
We trust that all you lovely people
181 Exchange St.
amount to anything."
chance to catch up on their studying. are planning to attend the 2nd annual
Donald York '51: "No, the officers
•
don't have any authority, anyway."
VVVVVVVVINVLVVVVVVVVVINININVIAN4;
Victor Pooler '50: "Yes, the policy
of voting is good, even if the actual office holders' functions are limited."
Wednesday, November 17, at 4:00 P.M.
George Vardamis '49: "Yes, beis
the absolute deadline for ordering the
cause everyone should vote, but the
present system does need change."
Maleohn Josephs '49: "No, because
voting under the present set-up is a
This may he done at the PRISM office at the M.C.A.
mockery."
in the wide-spread,
or with Mr. Pierce in the Treasurer's office.
Ralph Stark '49: "No. the election of
short point VAN EDEN
with
officers under the present set-up is
"Comfort Contour"
meaningless."
collar

YOUR LAST CHANCE

Lucky you

here's "Lucky Stripes"

1950 PRISM
Do It Soon!

Whitney Cites Problem
"What, No Basement ?" an article
by Professor 'Whitney appears in the
current issue of Better Homes and
Gardens.

OUR ASSORTMENT OF NORCROSS CARDS
for Christmas,
beautiful as ever, is now ready,

STUDENTS!
We have...
ALL MAKES OF
PORTABLES
Liberal Time Payments

TYPEWRITER
Sales & Service
16 Middle St.
Orono, Me.
Dial 345
George L. Hashey

and it is not too early to get your cards
addressed and ready for mailing.
Step right up, gentlemen! You can't lose
when you choose Van Eden, a number that
travels in the best of circles. You'll
find it on smart new "Lucky Stripes"—
in Sanforized fabrics, with Van Heusen
magic sewrnanship! Van Eden in
"Lucky Stripes," $3.95 and $.1.95.
In white broadcloth, $3.50 and $3.95.

PACKAGES OF 12 — 29e

Jfk H. C.7‘ K. Store
19 Mill Si- Or

You'llfind college men's
collarfavorites in
U. OF M. VISITORS

Van Ileum
shirts

STOP AT

LITTLEFIELD'S TOURIST HOME
1 L.! \Ii.1,11c St.

-Itiarte.“

Old Town, Me.

PHILLIPS-JONES CORP.N.Y.1,t Y.

Rates $1.50 and $2.00 per person
For Reservations call Old Town 512

COMFORTABLE ROOMS
BATH

VN
Located just off Route 2 at foot of Academy Hill

"VAN HEUSEN•• l• A TRADE MARK RV:MITERED

Pd TmE u

$

PATENT Or•ICE

U

BEN SKLAR'S
Old Town
Headquarters for VAN HEUSEN PRODUCTS Maine
• SIIIRTS
•PAJAMAS
•SPORT SHIRTS
• NECKWEAR
•WOLSEY SOCKS
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New Books Cover
Various Subjects

Mr. University To Interview Ex-Royal
Marine Bodey On First Broadcast
Mr. University will welcome a student from Bristol. England, on the
broadcast from University Town next
Wednesday evening at 7:30 over station WLBZ. John Bodey, the student,
is an ex-member of the Royal Marines.
He is here at Maine to study the pulp
and paper industry.
Coming straight from England. John
has a very pronounced British accent
which gives color and charm to his
interview with Mr. University.
University Towners will not be surprised to learn that John has the usual
English fondness for tea; but what is
surprising is the fact that John came
to the University of Maine as the result
of an afternoon tea. However, more
about that on the broadcast.

The script for this program was
v.ritten and will be directed by Malcolm "Mac" Chadbourne, a member
of the class of 1951. A newcomer in
the Radio Guild, this is his first attempt
at radio writing. Deviating from the
straight interview, Mac has successfully dramatized interesting parts of
John's civilian and military life.
This year's University Town programs opened last night with Cuban
Highlights, a script based on Janice
Crane's experiences in Cuba last summer. The production was written and
directed by Margaret Hanks.

Publicity Director
MOC To Meet,
Catheron Will Speak Hires Photographer

Librarian Louis T. Ibbotson has
There will be a general meeting of
announced that new books have been the Maine Outing Club tonight at 305
received on the following subjects: Aubert Hall at 7 p.m.
Agriculture, home economics, art
Following a short business meeting
and theatre, fiction, history and travel, Al Catheron will speak and show slides
literature, politics and government,
science, economics, sociology, sports
and hobbies, and technology.
WANTED
Further information on the specific
Campus Representative
books may be obtained at the library.

•

•
•

••

When in Bangor, visit the

Jewelers

SHOE REPAIRING

First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

Palmer Shoe mfg. &
Repairing Co.

New Atlantic Restaurant

Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches

Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention

25 Hammond St., Bangor

•

•

PHOTOGRAPHER

Portraits

the way you want them

•

EXPERT

for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
66 Main St.
Bangor

TED
NEWHALL
or,

British Imports
53 Spark Street,
Brockton, Mass.

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.

•

An arrangement has been established
between Howard Keyo, Publicity
Director, and Joseph Cobb, photographer, in which Keyo assigns Cobb to
various campus activities that have
photographic possibilities.

By importer of English
shoes designed for young
men who like distinction in
their apparel. For details
write

More Pledges Named

Fraternities this week released the
names of the following additional
pledges:
Subscriptions for THE MAINE
Kappa Sigma: Harry S. Fish, and
CAMPUS will be received at 202 W. Richard Kelly.
East Annex.
Theta Chi: Bryce Beattie.

••

C
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•

Expert Developing
and Printing
Bank Bldg.

•

35 Central St., Bangor, Me.
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Phi Gamma Delta
In recognition of his sparkling performance
in Maine's victory over Bowdoin.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLE 4NING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 647

We've proved it!
Problem: To hold down costs, and speed the
extension of telephone service.
Solution: High-strength wire whose use allows
the span between poles to be increased from 150 feet to more than
300. One pole now does the work
of two.

The problem, of course, is a continuing one
for telephone people. High-strength wire
with required electrical qualities is only one
of many things they have developed to help
solve the problem in these days of high construction costs.

SHOP FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
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REMEMBER—FOR REAL SAVINGS
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STUDENTS
COME TO BANGOR
THIS WEEK END
WONDERFUL SAVINGS
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For the week of November 8. 1948

18 Mill Street

2
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Orono 8171

Vol. L

In total,their developments are the reason
why telephone service here is the best in
the world—the reason why a telephone call
costs only a few pennies.
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